


150 Years of Caringfor the Frankenmuth Community
Historically, health care has played an important

role in the Frankenmuth communif. The phpi-
cians who have dedicated their lives to caring

for the people living in the Grealer Frankenmuth

keaare the cornemtones of health care. For the

past 150 years, they have given generously and

tirelessly of their time, talent and compassion.

While earlyphpicians did nothave the arsenal

of medical technology and equipment we are

afforded with today to assist in making diagroses,

they certainly developed the art of medicine to

new heights for the era. Physicians of the mid

1800s to early 1900s became skilled through

the use of their hands in examination, learning

to interpret signs and syrnptoms of disease as

revealed to the physician's eyes and ears. In the

days before automobiles, phprcians made their

way to area farmsteads by horse and buggy,

treating illnesses such as malaia,scarlet fever,

small pox and influenza; delivering babies;

caring for injuries; and mi-xing their own

medications.

Bythe mid 1!00s, physicians began to ake

advantage of medical research and advance-

ments including vaccinations, which eliminated

diseases such as small pox, measles, mumps and

polio; diagnostic tools such as x-rays and medi-

cal scamers; surgical advances such as the use

of anesthesia; and the development of medica-

tions like penicillins and sulfa drugs. Additionally,

phpicians benefited from automobiles to make

their roun& at Saginaw hospitals and to make

house calls when necessarT.

Since the 1970s and 80s, medical advances

have been occurring at a rapid pace. The past

ten years alone have yielded more medical and

technological advances than in all ofhistory

combined. Today's phpicians beneflt from the

afi of healing that their forefathers mastered,

as well as the sophisticated medical tools now

avaslable. Today, diagrroses are no longer limited

to probing and palpitation. Medical advance-

ments and technology now afford us lasers,

medical scanners, computers, non-invasive

surgical procedures, robotics and an arsenal

of pharmaceuticals to aid in the diagnosis and

trealrnent of diseases and illness that were

incurable just a few years ago. As residenh of
the Greaer Saginaw Valley, we are fortunate to

be living at a time when our physicians and

local hospitals have the knowledge, expertise

and tools to provide us with state-of-the-art

health care second to none. SN

The Physi,cians of Frankenmutlr. . .
ln honor of dreir dedication and seruice, Covenant HealthCare proudly recognizes and honors the Family Practice physicians who have given generously and

tirelessly of dreir time, talent and compassion as they provided quality health care to the people of the Greater Frankenmuth community during the past 150 years.

God Bless each and everyphpician, past, present and future.
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